Ontolog UBL Ontology Project Status Report
Purpose
This document summ arizes the formation of the Ontolog Forum and establishment of the Ontolog
UBL Ontology Project. It was prepared for the OASIS UBL Com mittee by Kurt Conrad on 2003-04-28.
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Executive Summary
Th e O ntolog Forum was establishe d as an ind epende nt effort in Septe m ber, 2 002 , in large part to
focus on ontological issues relating to the development of UBL. In March, 2003, the Ontolog Forum
launched a project to develop formalized ontologies based on UBL.
It is e xpected that this pro jec t will:
•
•
•
•

Provide a useful demonstration of ontological engineering.
Facilitate the training of interested parties.
Provide the ba sis for m ean ingful input to the O ASIS U BL effort.
Enable more advanced software processing of UBL documents.

To date, the UBL Ontology Project Team has:
•

Se lected an adapted a m eth odology.

•

Started the articulation of us e ca ses dea ling with
•
The automated reconciliation of Purchase Orders and Invoices
•
The identification of the proper structure of an address from context
•
The m apping between different standards and representation languages

•

Commenced mapping of UBL constructs to the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)
•
Purcha se O rders
•
Invoices
•
Shipping Docum ents
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1.0 Background
1.1 W hat is an O ntolog y?
[Adapted from Section 1.1 of “W eb Ontology Language (OW L) Use Cases and Requirements” see
http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-webont-req-20030331/#onto-def ]
An ontology defines the terms used to describe and represent an area of knowledge. Ontologies
comprise computer-usable definitions of basic concepts in a domain and the relationships among
those concepts.
Although XM L DT Ds an d XM L Sche m as are sufficient for exchan ging data between parties who have
agreed to th e definitions beforehand, the ir lac k o f sem antics pre vent m achines from relia bly
und erstand ing the m ean ing of new XM L vocab ularies and autom atically identifying app ropriate
processing behaviors.
Ontologies, in contrast, are usually expressed using a logic-based language, so that detailed,
accurate, consistent, sound, and meaningful distinctions can be made am ong the classes, properties,
and relations. Applications that using ontologies can be considered "intelligent," in the sense that they
can m ore accurate ly work at th e hum an conceptua l leve l.
The word ontology has been used to describe artifacts with different degrees of structure. These
range from sim ple taxonomies (such as the Yahoo hierarchy), to metadata schemes (such as the
Dublin Core), to logical theories. Highly-formalized ontologies specify descriptions for the following
kinds of concepts:
•
•
•

Clas ses (gen eral things) in the m any do m ains of interest
The relationships that can exist among things
The properties (or attributes) those things may have

1.2 Origins of the Ontolog Forum
In March and April of 2002, Peter Yim and other mem bers of the OASIS Universal Business
Language (UBL) Comm ittee with backgrounds and interests in ontologies attempted to establish an
ongoing discussion dealing with ontological issues under auspices of UBL Library Content
Subco m m ittee (http://oasis-open .org/com m ittees/ubl/lcsc/).
Two factors made this approach problematic: 1) Early feedback indicated more interest in learning
about ontologies than applying experience with ontological development 2) Tight timetables,
deadlines, and priorities within the UBL effort made it an inappropriate forum for the conversation.
After discussions with Jon Bosak, the chair of the UBL com mittee, the conveners of the Ontolog
Forum (Kurt Conrad, Leo Orbst, and Peter Yim) decided to reconstitute the discussion outside of the
UBL effort by establishing as an open forum to:
1) Discuss practical issues and strategies associated with the development of both formal and
inform al onto logies use d in bu siness.
2) Ide ntify ontologica l engineering ap proa che s that m ight be app lied to the UB L effort.
W here the discussion raises specific issues or leads to specific proposals or recommendations for the
UBL effort, the Ontolog Forum was asked to separately document and forward their recomm endations
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to th e U BL Ch air for consideration . Fu rther, it wa s requeste d that s uch input be lim ited to actio nable
recom m end ations , not jus t general iss ues that would requ ire furth er study.
In addition to the prim ary statem ents of pu rpos e, the On tolog F orum was establishe d to:
•

Distribute new s and info rm atio n about th e O nto logy developm ent co m m unity.

•

Be prag m atic an d no t take a purely philosoph ical or acad em ic app roac h to the topic.

•

Contribute to the development of future standards. The ongoing relationship with the UBL
effort is one exa m ple of this.

•

Encou rage forum m em bers to propos e an d de cide upo n their own objectives .

•

Eve ntua lly host a re pos itory of bu siness o ntolog ies.

A gene ral invitation was sent out in Septem ber 2002. T he O ntolog Forum currently has 30 active
mem bers and 36 observers. The following UBL m embers are also subscribed to Ontolog:
Michael Adcock
Bill Burcham
Sally Chan
Kurt Conrad
Eduardo Gutentag
Monica Martin

Tim Mc Grath
Bill Meadows
Marion Royal
Lisa Seabu rg
Pe ter Yim

Dong Soo Kim
Sue Probe
Patrick Yee

1.3 Ontolog Forum Logistics
A form al governance policy has not been adopte d, but activities follo w th e O AS IS p rocess as closely
as possible. Thus far, we have relie d alm ost ex clusively on a consensus m odel.
The Ontolog Fo rum uses infrastructure provided by CIM Engineering, Inc. (http://www.cim 3 . com ).
Mo st of the wo rk is d one via the m ailing list. Mess age s ca n be pos ted by mem bers to
mailto:ontolog-forum@ ontolog.cim3.net. A number of delivery options are available for those who don’t want
the daily traffic. Archive s ca n be acc ess ed b y anybody at http://on tolog.c im3.ne t/forum /ontolog-fo rum /.
W ith the launch of the Ontolog UBL Ontology Project, the infrastructure was augmented in a number
of important ways:
•

A sh ared , web -acces sible w ork spa ce w as m ade available at http://ontolog .cim 3.ne t/file/.

•

A comm unity W iki has been established at http://ontolog.cim3.net/wiki/. An increasing amount of
wo rk has started to be done via W iki p ages (takin g of m eeting m inutes , su m m arizing topic
threads, etc .). A sum m ary of c hanges to th e W iki s pace is also being distribute d on a week ly
basis.

•

A schedule of weekly conference calls have been established, using TightVNC for screensha ring supp ort.
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2.0 Ontolog UBL Ontology Project
2.1 Overview
As of March, 2003, there had been considerable discussion around the idea of creating an ontology
bas ed o n the UB L sc hem as. A fter discus sing this idea with so m e of th e principles of the UB L effort,
the gene ral conse nsu s wa s that the current specifica tion (http://oa sis-o pen .org/c om m ittees/u bl/lcsc /0p7 0/)
was stable eno ugh to begin en gineering an ontolog y from it.
It also appeared that the project would mesh nicely with the goals that motivated many to join the
Ontolog Forum in the first place, most notably to:
•
•
•
•
•

Learn about ontologies (concepts, language, best practices)
Identify a lifecycle process for developing ontology-based systems
Inc rease awa reness and understa nding of o nto logy tools
W ork with a group of people on a comm on ontology
Apply ontologies to real-world applications, especially eBusiness

To date, 23 m em bers have co ntributed to the U BL On tology P rojec t:
Patrick Cassidy
Michae l Dac onta
Dean Black
Pe ter Elk in
Sam Hunting
Shiang-Yu Lee
Bill McCarthy
Tim Mc Grath

Paul Murray
Farruk h Najm i
Bo Newm an
Duane Nic ku ll
Leo Obrst
Jack Park
Sue P robert
Marion Royal

Adam P ease
Lisa Seabu rg
Norm a Slattery
Bob Sm ith
Michael Us chold
Pe ter Yim
John Yunker

2.2 Expected Relationship to and Impact on UBL Schem as
The UB L schem as rep resent a sta rting point for the fo rm aliza tion pro cess. The res ulting onto logy is
exp ecte d to exten d an d form alize UBL Eng lish definitions and form alize relationsh ip sem antics (both
hierarchical and non-hierarchical relationships).
It is hoped that the resulting UBL-based ontology will assist the UBL project in expressing the
semantics inherent in complex business processes and contexts. Specifically, the Ontolog team
hopes to provide “early warnings” and “leading indicators”, as appropriate, to support the formalization
of the UB L C ontex t Meth odology.
In the event that the Ontolog team “gets stuck”, it plans to look beyond the UBL schemas, but not
extend the conceptual scope of the project. The reuse of existing upper ontologies, as described later
in this report, is one method for controlling this type of scope creep.
It is pos sible that a need to look beyon d UBL sch em as w ill point to specific U BL m ode ling issu es (e .g.,
gaps or sub-optimazations). In this case, the Ontolog team will work to formulate actionable feedback
and reco m m endations, as per ou r charter.
The Ontolog team hopes to develop an ontology that is an accurate modeling of the UBL domain and
results in some level of validation, acceptance, approval, or adoption by the UBL comm ittee, as
appropriate.
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2.3 P roject G oals
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Leverage the expertise of the UBL comm unity to complete and validate our ontology work.
Fa cilita te c ross -pollinatio n betw een the onto logy and X ML stan dards com m unities . Sp ecifically,
identify methods for bringing increased semantic formalization to markup systems.
Bring together the academic and business (implem entation) ontology development comm unities.
Provide Ontolog mem bers an opportunity to demonstrate an ontology development process and
the business value of formalized ontologies.
Provide Onto log m em bers an opportunity to learn about building onto logies and othe r sem antic
web concepts.
Develop useful models for the managem ent of virtual projects and ontology development efforts.
Develop and demonstrate metrics for the creation and use of business ontologies.

2.4 T ech nica l Go als
•

Leverage as m uch of the U BL com m ittee’s work, as p ossible (don’t reinvent the whe el).

•
•
•

Leverage open source pro cess es, tec hnologies, a nd philosophy.
Map to multiple upper ontologies.
Dem onstrate multiple tools and methodologies, where there is sufficient interest and resources.

•

Im plem ent a real-life, public-dom ain applicatio n in parallel with th e developm ent of the ontolo gy.
This should be one which uses the ontology in a non-trivial way to illustrate the reasoning
capability that the ontology is intended to enable.

2.5 Project Management Strategy
The team has gravitated towards an iterative project management m odel, as opposed to more formal
engineering m odels. Thus , a num ber of project activities that might otherwise be ha ndled in series are
being worked in parallel: sc oping, process definition, te chnology selection , and m odeling. W hile this
app roac h brings w ith it the risk of ha ving to repe at activities bas ed o n ne wly-articu lated re quirem ents
and drivers, the team perceives the risk as slight, especially in light of the considerable expertise that
a number of mem bers bring to the team.
Th e iterative m ode l has a llowed con sen sus on va rious m etho dology and technical cons iderations to
emerge m ore quickly than might otherwise have been possible with a more formal engineering
approac h. Gene rally, the team is finding that ma ny such issues c an be dec ided by the consens us of a
very small subset of the active participants.
On the other hand, iterative projects typically require a higher level of ongoing effort to monitor and
maintain alignment am ong project activities. To date, no identifiable alignment issues have surfaced
with regard to the te chn ical aspec ts of the pro ject.
Cons ensus around the projec t goals and drivers has be en som ewhat slower to em erge, howeve r.
Early discussion around project goals tended to focus, instead, on technology options. The current
task to articulate use cases has served as a lightning rod for issues of project scope and the
relationship of the Onto log pro jec t to th e U BL effort. W eekly c onference calls have pro ved invaluable
for driving shared understanding and agreement in this area.
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On balance, the iterative model is proving to be well-suited to the type of demonstration project that
we are currently engaged in. That being said, it is foreseeable that a more formal development m odel
may be called for at some point in the future.
As this is considered to be a dem onstratio n projec t, the projec t tea m has put c onsiderable em phasis
on knowledge transfer and sharing among the participants. In addition to knowledge sharing
associated with the technical aspects of the project the team has also provided internal training on
such topics as comm unications infrastructure (W ikis, purple numbers, VNC) and how to document
use cases.
The focus on training is expected to increase considerable in the very near future. The team has just
starte d to loo k at ways of distributing the work to form alize the UB L sc hem as. T his is almost c ertain to
result in the development of a process for getting non-experts comfortable enough with upper
ontologies, ontology representation languages, and ontology tools to be able to contribute to the
formalization process. As exposure to the practical aspects of ontological engineering was one of the
m ajor d rivers for m any to jo in the O ntolog Forum , it is likely that add itional individuals will choo se to
participate in the UBL Ontology Project as the training becomes available.

2.6 Methodology
A number of alternatives were considered by the team:
•
•
•

Guarino & W elty’s OntoClean/Methontology methodology
Noy and McGuinness' Ontology 101
Us e of a W iki to su ppo rt the initial capture of co nce pts

A modified form of the Ontology 101 guidelines were chosen. The Ontology 101 process is less
complicated than the Methontology/OntoClean methodology, which tries to take a more formal
eng ineering appro ach . The team dec ided to adopt a subset of the m etho dology and gen eralize it to
avoid becoming tool specific:
Step 1.

Determine the domain and scope of the ontology

Step 2.

Consider reusing existing ontologies

Step 3.

Enumerate important terms in the ontology

Step 4.

Define the classes and the class hierarchy

Step 5.

Define the properties of classes

Step 6.

De fine the ad ditional properties related to or nece ssa ry for pro perties (i.e.,
cardinality, bidirec tionality/invers e, etc.)

Step 7.

Create instances

Step 8:

Create axioms/rules
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3.0 Project Status by Activity Area
3.1 Technology Selection (ongoing)
Th e follow ing tec hno logies have be en c ons idered for use in the projec t:
•

Established Ontologies
•
DOLC E (a Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering)
•
Mikrokosmos
•
Open C YC
•
SENSUS
•
SU MO (Suggeste d U pper Merged O nto logy)

•

Representation Languages
•
Com m on Logic
•
DAM L+O IL / DAM L-S
•
ISO-IEC -11179 c lassification standard
•
KIF / SKIF
•
LISP/LOOM
•
OW L
•
PAL (Protoge Axiomatic Language)
•
RD F/S
•
UML
•
X ML D TD and Schem a

•

Tools
•
Chim aera
•
IODE from OntologyW orks
•
JESS (Java Expert System Shell, based on CLIPS)
•
MS Enterprise Architect
•
OilEd
•
Ontolingua / OKBC API
•
Prolog engines (XSB, Amzi!, binProlog)
•
Protégé
•
Protégé Onto Viz plug-in
•
SNARK
•
Teknowledge DAML generator
•
Use ebXML R egistry as an ontology/terminology server
•
UML-ORM

SUMO has been selected as the Upper Ontology to be used for the initial work. There are no
significant IP issues to deal with and it has been ported to Protoge. Further, we have the comm itment
of Adam Pease to make changes if our UBL formalization work points to problems with SUMO.
OpenCYC appears to be the leading upper ontology alternative.
Consensus has not been reached regarding the choice of representation languages and tools.
Consensus seems to be emerging around the use of KIF and Protégé, but there still appears to be
som e intere st in do ing po rtions of the work using less form al representa tion sc hem es. M ike D eco nta
is leading deliberations in this area.
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3.2 Determining Domain and Scope (ongoing)
The team has decided to focus, initially, on a small number of UBL doctypes:
•
•
•

Pu rchase Order, led by Bill McC arthy.
Invoices, led by Adam P ease.
Shipping Doc um ents, led by John Yunk er.

The team is relying on use cases to define functional and semantic scope. The development of use
cases has been underway for a few weeks and there is considerable work left to do in this area. Three
use cases have been selected for definition:
•

Autom ated reco nciliation of Purchas e O rders an d Invo ices, being worked by M ike D aco nta
and Bill McC arthy.

•

Identifying the proper structure of an address from context, being worked by Sue Probert and
Peter Yim. For example, what is needed to present the proper address formats when a
purchase order from a U K buyer is placed with a supplier in Japan?

•

Mapping between different standards and representation languages, being worked by Sue
Probert, Peter Yim, and John Yunker. Thus far, the participants noted a functional difference
between mapping UBL to two other standards and using UBL to map different standards.
Both functional models are being considered.

The team is finding that discussion of the use cases is triggering more general discussions of project
scope, w hich is to be expected of the iterative projec t m anagem ent strate gy which was chosen. W hile
the decision to lim it sc ope to UB L (a s opposed to including all XM L-based stan dards effo rts) still
holds, early an alysis indicate s th at th e U BL and C ore C om ponent data arc hite ctu res, in rea lity,
comprise approximately four different ontologies that will need to be formalized. For the sake of
convenience, these potentially multiple ontologies are still being referred to by the singular phrase
“UBL O ntology”.

3.3 Considering the Reuse of Existing Ontologies (complete)
The team has decided to sta rt their work by m apping U BL structures (concepts ) to an upper on tolo gy.
Mapping to an upper ontology is seen as a starting point for formalization. It is expected to reduce the
num ber o f con cep ts wh ich ne ed to be defined an d thereby avoid duplica tion of effort.
As was described in the Technology Selection section, SUMO has been selected as the upper
onto logy to be levera ged for this proje ct.

3.4 Enumeration of important terms in the ontology (commencing)
Ac tivities in this are a, to date, c ould best be described as exploratory.
The team com menced analysis of the existing UBL models, aspects of the Core Com ponent
architecture, and Context Drivers. For example, in March, there was considerable discussion around
the modeling of roles in the UBL trading cycle.
An initial mapping between UBL Invoice structures and SUMO has been completed.
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W ith rega rd to P urchas e O rders, a prelim inary m app ing be twee n xC BL and the S UM O B usiness
Process ontology has been completed. From that exercise, it has been concluded that the relevant
categories of the SUMO ontology are likely to be Financial and E-Comm erce.
Adam Pea se h as a rticulated a set of p ropo sed guide lines that detail how to m ap U BL con struc ts to
SUMO concept classes.
The team has recen tly started to deal with the approp riateness / need to m ap elem ents of the Core
Component architecture to SUMO.
The conversa tion is starting to shift to me chanism s for engag ing others in this task s o that the work
can be better distributed.
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Abstract
This document specifies usage scenarios, goals and requirements for a web ontology language. An
ontology formally defines a common set of terms that are used to describe and represent a domain.
Ontologies can be used by automated tools to power advanced services such as more accurate Web
search, intelligent software agents and knowledge management.

Status of this document
This is a Last Call Working Draft. The first release of this document was 7 March 2002 and the Web
Ontology Working Group has made its best effort to address comments recieved since then, releasing
several drafts meanwhile. The working group seeks confirmation that comments have been addressed to
the satisfaction of the community.
This revision reflects refinements to requirements as the working group resolved issues with the
requirements and design. Note the distinction between requirements that the Working Group accepted as
constraints on the design versus objectives that were noted as desireable but not accepted as constraints.
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Requests for significant changes to the requirements are not anticipated and will be evaluated in the
context of the scope and schedule of the Web Ontology Working Group charter and other plans for the
W3C Semantic Web Activity (Activity Statement).
Comments on this document are due 9 May 2003. They should be sent to
public-webont-comments@w3.org, a mailing list with a public archive. General discussion of related
technology is welcome in the mailing list w3c-rdf-logic@w3.org, which also has a public archive.
A list of patent disclosures related to this work is maintained by W3C, regardless of whether any such
disclosures have been made or not.
This is a W3C Working Draft for review by W3C members and other interested parties. It is a draft
document and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate
to use W3C Working Drafts as reference materials or to cite them as other than "work in progress." A list
of current W3C Recommendations and other technical documents can be found at
http://www.w3.org/TR/.
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1 Introduction
The Semantic Web is a vision for the future of the Web in which information is given explicit meaning,
making it easier for machines to automatically process and integrate information available on the Web.
The Semantic Web will build on XML's ability to define customized tagging schemes and RDF's flexible
approach to representing data. The next element required for the Semantic Web is a Web ontology
language which can formally describe the semantics of classes and properties used in web documents. In
order for machines to perform useful reasoning tasks on these documents, the language must go beyond
the basic semantics of RDF Schema. This document will enumerate the current requirements of such a
language. It is expected that future languages will extend this one, adding, among other things, greater
logical capabilities and the ability to establish trust on the Semantic Web.
This document motivates the need for a Web ontology language by describing six use cases. Some of
these use cases are based on efforts currently underway in industry and academia, others demonstrate
more long-term possibilities. The use cases are followed by design goals that describe high-level
objectives and guidelines for the development of the language. These design goals will be considered
when evaluating proposed features. The section on Requirements presents a set of features that should be
in the language and gives motivations for those features. The Objectives section describes a list of
features that might be useful for many use cases but may not necessarily be addressed by the working
group.
The Web Ontology Working Group charter tasks the group to produce this more expressive semantics and
to specify mechanisms by which the language can provide "more complex relationships between entities
including: means to limit the properties of classes with respect to number and type, means to infer that
items with various properties are members of a particular class, a well-defined model of property
inheritance, and similar semantic extensions to the base languages." The detailed specification of the Web
Ontology language will take into consideration:
● the design goals and requirements that are contained in this document
● review comments on this document from public feedback, invited experts and working group
members
● specifications of or proposals for languages that meet many of these requirements

1.1 What is an ontology?
An ontology defines the terms used to describe and represent an area of knowledge. Ontologies are used
by people, databases, and applications that need to share domain information (a domain is just a specific
subject area or area of knowledge, like medicine, tool manufacturing, real estate, automobile repair,
financial management, etc.). Ontologies include computer-usable definitions of basic concepts in the
domain and the relationships among them (note that here and throughout this document, definition is not
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used in the technical sense understood by logicians). They encode knowledge in a domain and also
knowledge that spans domains. In this way, they make that knowledge reusable.
The word ontology has been used to describe artifacts with different degrees of structure. These range
from simple taxonomies (such as the Yahoo hierarchy), to metadata schemes (such as the Dublin Core), to
logical theories. The Semantic Web needs ontologies with a significant degree of structure. These need to
specify descriptions for the following kinds of concepts:
● Classes (general things) in the many domains of interest
● The relationships that can exist among things
● The properties (or attributes) those things may have
Ontologies are usually expressed in a logic-based language, so that detailed, accurate, consistent, sound,
and meaningful distinctions can be made among the classes, properties, and relations. Some ontology
tools can perform automated reasoning using the ontologies, and thus provide advanced services to
intelligent applications such as: conceptual/semantic search and retrieval, software agents, decision
support, speech and natural language understanding, knowledge management, intelligent databases, and
electronic commerce.
Ontologies figure prominently in the emerging Semantic Web as a way of representing the semantics of
documents and enabling the semantics to be used by web applications and intelligent agents. Ontologies
can prove very useful for a community as a way of structuring and defining the meaning of the metadata
terms that are currently being collected and standardized. Using ontologies, tomorrow's applications can
be "intelligent," in the sense that they can more accurately work at the human conceptual level.
Ontologies are critical for applications that want to search across or merge information from diverse
communities. Although XML DTDs and XML Schemas are sufficient for exchanging data between
parties who have agreed to definitions beforehand, their lack of semantics prevent machines from reliably
performing this task given new XML vocabularies. The same term may be used with (sometimes subtle)
different meaning in different contexts, and different terms may be used for items that have the same
meaning. RDF and RDF Schema begin to approach this problem by allowing simple semantics to be
associated with identifiers. With RDF Schema, one can define classes that may have multiple subclasses
and super classes, and can define properties, which may have sub properties, domains, and ranges. In this
sense, RDF Schema is a simple ontology language. However, in order to achieve interoperation between
numerous, autonomously developed and managed schemas, richer semantics are needed. For example,
RDF Schema cannot specify that the Person and Car classes are disjoint, or that a string quartet has
exactly four musicians as members.
One of the goals of this document is to specify what is needed in a Web Ontology language. These
requirements will be motivated by potential use cases and general design objectives that take into account
the difficulties in applying the standard notion of ontologies to the unique environment of the Web.

2 Use cases
Ontologies can be used to improve existing Web-based applications and may enable new uses of the Web.
In this section we describe six representative use cases of Web ontologies. Note that this is not an
exhaustive list, but instead a cross-section of interesting use cases.
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2.1 Web portals
A Web portal is a web site that provides information content on a common topic, for example a specific
city or domain of interest. A web portal allows individuals that are interested in the topic to receive news,
find and talk to one another, build a community, and find links to other web resources of common
interest.
In order for a portal to be successful, it must be a starting place for locating interesting content. Typically
this content is submitted by members of the community, who often index it under some subtopic. Another
means of collecting content relies on the content providers tagging the content with information that can
be used in syndicating it. Typically, this takes the form of simple metatags that identify the topic of the
content, etc.
However, a simple index of subject areas may not provide the community with sufficient ability to search
for the content that its members require. In order to allow more intelligent syndication, web portals can
define an ontology for the community. This ontology can provide a terminology for describing content
and axioms that define terms using other terms from the ontology. For example, an ontology might
include terminology such as "journal paper," "publication," "person," and "author." This ontology could
include definitions that state things such as "all journal papers are publications" or "the authors of all
publications are people." When combined with facts, these definitions allow other facts that are
necessarily true to be inferred. These inferences can, in turn, allow users to obtain search results from the
portal that are impossible to obtain from conventional retrieval systems. Of course, such a technique relies
on content providers annotating their pages with the web ontology language, but if we assume that these
owners will try to distribute their content as widely as possible, then we can expect that they would be
willing to do this.
One example of an ontology based portal is OntoWeb. This portal serves the academic and industry
community that is interested in ontology research. Another example of a portal that uses Semantic Web
technologies and could benefit from an ontology language is The Open Directory Project; a large,
comprehensive human-edited directory of the Web. It is constructed and maintained by a vast, global
community of volunteer editors. RDF dumps of the Open Directory database are available for download.

2.2 Multimedia collections
Ontologies can be used to provide semantic annotations for collections of images, audio, or other
non-textual objects. It is even more difficult for machines to extract meaningful semantics from
multimedia than it is to extract semantics from natural language text. Thus, these types of resources are
typically indexed by captions or metatags. However, since different people can describe these non-textual
objects in different ways, it is important that the search facilities go beyond simple keyword matching.
Ideally, the ontologies would capture additional knowledge about the domain that can be used to improve
retrieval of images.
Multimedia ontologies can be of two types: media-specific and content-specific. Media specific
ontologies could have taxonomies of different media types and describe properties of different media. For
example, video may include properties to identify length of the clip and scene breaks. Content-specific
ontologies could describe the subject of the resource, such as the setting or participants. Since such
ontologies are not specific to the media, they could be reused by other documents that deal with the same
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domain. Such reuse would enhance search that was simply looking for information on a particular subject,
regardless of the format of the resource. Searches where media type was important could combine the
media-specific and content-specific ontologies.
As an example of a multimedia collection, consider an archive of images of antique furniture. An
ontology of antique furniture would be of great use in searching such an archive. A taxonomy can be used
to classify the different types of furniture. It would also be useful if the ontology could express
definitional knowledge. For example, if an indexer selects the value "Late Georgian" for the style/period
of (say) an antique chest of drawers, it should be possible to infer that the data element "date.created"
should have a value between 1760 and 1811 A.D. and that the "culture" is British. Availability of this type
of background knowledge significantly increases the support that can be given for indexing as well as for
search. Another feature that could be useful is support for the representation of default knowledge. An
example of such knowledge would be that a "Late Georgian chest of drawers" is typically made of
mahogany. This knowledge is crucial for real semantic queries, e.g. a user query for "antique mahogany
storage furniture" could match with images of Late Georgian chests of drawers, even if nothing is said
about wood type in the image annotation.

2.3 Corporate web site management
Large corporations typically have numerous web pages concerning things like press releases, product
offerings and case studies, corporate procedures, internal product briefings and comparisons, white
papers, and process descriptions. Ontologies can be used to index these documents and provide better
means of retrieval. Although many large organizations have a taxonomy for organizing their information,
this is often insufficient. A single taxonomy is often limiting because many things can fall under multiple
categories. Furthermore, the ability to search on values for different parameters is often more useful than
a keyword search with taxonomies.
An ontology-enabled web site may be used by:
● A salesperson looking for sales collateral relevant to a sales pursuit.
● A technical person looking for pockets of specific technical expertise and detailed past experience.
● A project leader looking for past experience and templates to support a complex, multi-phase
project, both during the proposal phase and during execution.
A typical problem for each of these types of users is that they may not share terminology with the authors
of the desired content. The salesperson may not know the technical name for a desired feature or technical
people in different fields might use different terms for the same concept. For such problems, it would be
useful for each class of user to have different ontologies of terms, but have each ontology interrelated so
translations can be performed automatically.
Another problem is framing queries at the right level of abstraction. A project leader looking for someone
with expertise in operating systems should be able to locate an employee who is an expert with both Unix
and Windows.
One aspect of a large service organization is that it may have a very broad set of capabilities. But when
pursuing large contracts these capabilities sometimes need to be assembled in new ways. There will often
be no previous single matching project. A challenge is to reason about how past templates and documents
can be reassembled in new configurations, while satisfying a diverse set of preconditions.
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2.4 Design documentation
This use case is for a large body of engineering documentation, such as that used by the aerospace
industry. This documentation can be of several different types, including design documentation,
manufacturing documentation, and testing documentation. These document sets each have a hierarchical
structure, but the structures differ between the sets. There is also a set of implied axes which cross-link
the documentation sets: for example, in aerospace design documents, an item such as a wing spar might
appear in each.
Ontologies can be used to build an information model which allows the exploration of the information
space in terms of the items which are represented, the associations between the items, the properties of the
items, and the links to documentation which describes and defines them (i.e., the external justification for
the existence of the item in the model). That is to say that the ontology and taxonomy are not independent
of the physical items they represent, but may be developed/explored in tandem.
A concrete example of this use case is design documentation for the aerospace domain, where typical
users include:
● Maintenance engineer looking for all information relating to a particular part (e.g., "wing-spar").
● Design engineer looking at constraints on re-use of a particular sub-assembly.
To support this kind of usage, it is important that constraints can be defined. These constraints may be
used to enhance search or check consistency. An example of a constraint might be:
biplane(X) => CardinalityOf(wing(X)) = 2
wingspar(X) AND wing(Y) AND isComponentOf(X,Y) => length(X) < length(Y)
Another common use of this kind of ontology is to support the visualization and editing of charts which
show snapshots of the information space centered on a particular concept (e.g., a class or instance). These
are typically activity/rule diagrams or entity-relationship diagrams.

2.5 Agents and services
The Semantic Web can provide agents with the capability to understand and integrate diverse information
resources. A specific example is that of a social activities planner, which can take the preferences of a
user (such as what kinds of films they like, what kind of food they like to eat, etc.) and use this
information to plan the user's activities for an evening. The task of planning these activities will depend
upon the richness of the service environment being offered and the needs of the user. During the service
determination / matching process, ratings and review services may also be consulted to find closer
matches to user preferences (for example, consulting reviews and rating of films and restaurants to find
the "best").
This type of agent requires domain ontologies that represent the terms for restaurants, hotels, etc. and
service ontologies to represent the terms used in the actual services. When building the actual services,
the information may come from a number of sources, such as portals, service-specific sites, reservation
sites and the general Web.
Agentcities is an example of an initiative that is exploring the use of agents in a distributed service
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environment across the Internet. This will involve building a network of agent platforms that represent
real or virtual cities, such as San Francisco or the Bay Area, and populating them with the services of
those cities. Initially, these services will be oriented towards business to consumer services, such as
hotels, restaurants, entertainment, etc., but eventually, they will be expanded to include business to
business services, such as payroll, and business to enterprise services.
This will require a number of different domain and service ontologies: Key issues include:
● Use and integration of multiple separate ontologies across different domains and services
● Distributed location of ontologies across the Internet
● Potentially different ontologies for each domain or service (ontology translation/cross-referencing)
● Simple ontology representation to make the task of defining and using ontologies easier

2.6 Ubiquitous computing
Ubiquitous computing is an emerging paradigm of personal computing, characterized by the shift from
dedicated computing machinery to pervasive computing capabilities embedded in our everyday
environments. Characteristic to ubiquitous computing are small, handheld, wireless computing devices.
The pervasiveness and the wireless nature of devices require network architectures to support automatic,
ad hoc configuration. An additional reason for development of automatic configuration is that this
technology is aimed at ordinary consumers.
A key technology of true ad hoc networks is service discovery, functionality by which "services" (i.e.,
functions offered by various devices such as cell phones, printers, sensors, etc.) can be described,
advertised, and discovered by others. All of the current service discovery and capability description
mechanisms (e.g., Sun's JINI, Microsoft's UPnP) are based on ad hoc representation schemes and rely
heavily on standardization (i.e., on a priori identification of all those things one would want to
communicate or discuss).
The key issue (and goal) of ubiquitous computing is "serendipitous interoperability," interoperability
under "unchoreographed" conditions, i.e., devices which weren't necessarily designed to work together
(such as ones built for different purposes, by different manufacturers, at a different time, etc.) should be
able to discover each others' functionality and be able to take advantage of it. Being able to "understand"
other devices, and reason about their services/functionality is necessary, since full-blown ubiquitous
computing scenarios will involve dozens if not hundreds of devices, and a priori standardizing the usage
scenarios is an unmanageable task.
The interoperation scenarios are dynamic in nature (i.e., devices appear and disappear at any moment as
their owners carry them from one room or building to another) and do not involve humans in the loop as
far as (re-)configuration is concerned.
Given that device functionality can be modeled as web services, the needs for this use case are somewhat
similar to the needs for DAML-S (particularly the issues surrounding the expressiveness of the language).
The tasks involved in the utilization of services involve discovery, contracting, and composition. The
contracting of services may involve representing information about security, privacy and trust, as well as
about compensation-related details (the provider of a service may have to be compensated for services
rendered). In particular, it is a goal that corporate or organizational security policies be expressed in
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application-neutral form, thus enabling constraint representation across the diversity of enforcement
mechanisms (e.g., firewalls, filters/scanners, traffic monitors, application-level routers and
load-balancers).
Given that RDF-based schemes for representing information about device characteristics have started to
be adopted (namely, W3C's Composite Capability/Preference Profile (CC/PP) and WAP Forum's User
Agent Profile or UAProf), an additional need is compatibility with RDF at some level.

3 Design goals
Design goals describe general motivations for the language that do not necessarily result from any single
use case. In this section, we describe eight design goals for the Web ontology language. For each goal, we
describe the tasks it supports and explain the rationale for the goal. We also describe the degree to which
RDF and RDF Schema supports the goal.

3.1 Shared ontologies
Ontologies should be publicly available and different data sources should be able to commit to the same
ontology for shared meaning. Also, ontologies should be able to extend other ontologies in order to
provide additional definitions.
Supported Tasks:
Any use case in which distributed data sources use shared terminology.
Justification:
Interoperability requires agreements on the definitions of identifiers. Ontologies can provide standard sets
of identifiers and formal descriptions of those identifiers. Data sources that commit to the same ontology
explicitly agree to use the same identifiers with the same meanings.
Often, shared ontologies are not sufficient. An organization may find that an existing ontology provides
90% of what it needs, but the remaining 10% is critical. In such cases, the organization should not have to
create a new ontology from scratch, but instead be able to create an ontology which extends an existing
ontology and adds any desired identifiers and definitions.
RDF(S) Support:
In RDF, each schema has its own namespace identified by a URI. Each resource in the schema has an ID,
and a globally unique identifier can be created by combining the ID with the URI of the namespace. Any
resource that uses this URI references the term as defined in that schema. However, RDF is unclear on the
definition of a term that has partial definitions in multiple schemas. The specification appears to assume
that the definition is the union of all descriptions that use the same identifier, regardless of source.
However, this may lead to problems in a distributed environment, where some schemas may contain
incorrect or false definitions. There is no way in RDF for a resource to indicate which set of definitions it
agrees to.
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3.2 Ontology evolution
An ontology may change during its lifetime. A data source should specify the version of an ontology to
which it commits.
An important issue is whether or not documents that commit to one version of an ontology are compatible
with those that commit to another. Both compatible and incompatible revisions should be allowed, but it
should be possible to distinguish between the two. Note that since formal descriptions only provide
approximations for the meanings of most identifiers, it is possible for a revision to change the intended
meaning of an identifier without changing its formal description. Thus determining semantic
backwards-compatibility requires more than a simple comparison of term descriptions. As such, the
ontology author needs to be able to indicate such changes explicitly.
Supported Tasks:
Any use case in which the ontology could potentially change, and in particular those in which the owner
of the ontology is different from the data providers.
Justification:
Since the web is constantly growing and changing, we must expect ontologies to change as well.
Ontologies may need to change because there were errors in prior versions, because a new way of
modeling the domain is preferred, or because new terminology has been created (e.g., as the result of the
invention of new technology). A web ontology language must be able to accommodate ontology revision.
Note that ontology evolution is different from ontology extension, which does not change the original
ontology.
RDF(S) Support:
The RDF Schema Specification recommends that each version of a schema should be a separate resource
with its own URI. The rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf properties can be used to relate new
versions of classes and properties to older versions. However, this has the drawback that incorrect
definitions cannot be retracted. For example, assume that in schema v1, v1:Dolphin is a rdfs:subClassOf
v1:Fish. When this mistake is noticed, the new version of the schema, v2, says that v2:Dolphin is a
rdfs:subClassOf v2:Mammal. However, if we make v2:Dolphin a rdfs:subClassOf v1:Dolphin, then we
also say that v2:Dolphin is an rdfs:subClassOf v1:Fish which perpetuates the error.

3.3 Ontology interoperability
Different ontologies may model the same concepts in different ways. The language should provide
primitives for relating different representations, thus allowing data to be converted to different ontologies
and enabling a "web of ontologies."
Supported Tasks:
Any use case in which data from different providers with different terminologies must be integrated.
Justification:
Although shared ontologies and ontology extension allow a certain degree of interoperability between
different organizations and domains, there are often cases where there are multiple ways to model the
same information. This may be due to differences in the perspectives of different organizations, different
professions, different nationalities, etc. In order for machines to be able to integrate information that
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commits to heterogeneous ontologies, there need to be primitives that allow ontologies to map concepts to
their equivalents in other ontologies.
RDF(S) Support:
RDF provides minimal support for interoperability by means of the rdfs:subClassOf and
rdfs:subPropertyOf properties.

3.4 Inconsistency detection
Different ontologies or data sources may be contradictory. It should be possible to detect these
inconsistencies.
Supported Tasks:
Any use cases in which decentralization of data and lack of controlling authority can lead to conflicts in
the data. Any ontology extension task that may result in incoherent descriptions (possibly by extending an
ontology in a way that generated an over constrained concept).
Justification:
The Web is decentralized, allowing anyone to say anything. As a result, different viewpoints may be
contradictory, or even false information may be provided. In order to prevent agents from combining
incompatible data or from taking consistent data and evolving it into an inconsistent state, it is important
that inconsistencies can be detected automatically.
RDF(S) Support:
RDF and RDFS do not allow inconsistencies to be expressed.

3.5 Balance of expressivity and scalability
The language should be able to express a wide variety of knowledge, but should also provide for efficient
means to reason with it. Since these two requirements are typically at odds, the goal of the web ontology
language is to find a balance that supports the ability to express the most important kinds of knowledge.
Supported Tasks:
Any use case that uses large ontologies or large data sets and requires the representation of diverse
knowledge.
Justification:
There are over one billion pages on the Web, and the potential application of the Semantic Web to
embedded devices and agents poses even larger amounts of information that must be handled. The web
ontology language should support reasoning systems that scale well. However, the language should also
be as expressive as possible, so that users can state the kinds of knowledge that is important to their
applications.
Expressivity determines what can be said in the language, and thus determines its inferential power and
what reasoning capabilities should be expected in systems that fully implement it. An expressive language
contains a rich set of primitives that allow a wide variety of knowledge to be formalized. A language with
too little expressivity will provide too few reasoning opportunities to be of much use and may not provide
any contribution over existing languages.
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RDF(S) Support:
RDF is very scalable (with the exception of the XML syntax being extremely verbose) but is not very
expressive.

3.6 Ease of use
The language should provide a low learning barrier and have clear concepts and meaning. The concepts
should be independent from syntax.
Supported Tasks:
Markup and querying of semantic web documents by users, either directly or indirectly.
Justification:
Although ideally most users will be isolated from the language by front end tools, the basic philosophy of
the language must be natural and easy to learn. Furthermore, early adopters, tool developers, and power
users may work directly with the syntax, meaning human readable (and writable) syntax is desirable.
RDF(S) Support:
RDF is fairly easy to use, but RDF Schema is more complex. The syntax appears to be a major barrier for
many.

3.7 Compatibility with other standards
The language should be compatible with other commonly used Web and industry standards. In particular,
this includes XML and related standards (such as XML Schema and RDF), and possibly other modeling
standards such as UML.
Supported Tasks:
Exchange of ontologies and data in a standard format.
Justification:
Compatibility with other standards eases tool development and deployment of the language.
RDF(S) Support:
RDF has an XML serialization syntax.

3.8 Internationalization
The language should support the development of multilingual ontologies, and potentially provide different
views of ontologies that are appropriate for different cultures.
Supported Tasks:
Tasks where the same ontology is used by multiple countries or cultures.
Justification:
The Web is an international tool. The Semantic Web should aid in the exchange of ideas and information
between different cultures, and should thus make it easy for members of different nations to use the same
ontologies.
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RDF(S) Support:
To the extent that XML supports internationalization, so does RDF.

4 Requirements
The use cases and design goals motivate a number of requirements for a Web Ontology language. The
Working Group currently feels that the requirements described below are essential to the language. Each
requirement includes a short description and is motivated by one or more design goals from the previous
section.
R1. Ontologies as distinct resources
Ontologies must be resources that have their own unique identifiers, such as a URI reference.
Motivation: Shared ontologies
R2. Unambiguous concept referencing with URIs
Two concepts in different ontologies must have distinct absolute identifiers (although they may
have identical relative identifiers). It must be possible to uniquely identify a concept in an ontology
using a URI reference.
Motivation: Shared ontologies, Ontology interoperability
R3. Explicit ontology extension
Ontologies must be able to explicitly extend other ontologies in order to reuse concepts while
adding new classes and properties. Ontology extension must be a transitive relation; if ontology A
extends ontology B, and ontology B extends ontology C, then ontology A implicitly extends
ontology C as well.
Motivation: Shared ontologies
R4. Commitment to ontologies
Resources must be able to explicitly commit to specific ontologies, indicating precisely which set
of definitions and assumptions are made.
Motivation: Shared ontologies
R5. Ontology metadata
It must be possible to provide meta-data for each ontology, such as author, publish-date, etc. These
properties may or may not be borrowed from the Dublin Core element set.
Motivation: Shared ontologies
R6. Versioning information
The language must provide features for comparing and relating different versions of the same
ontology. This should include features for relating revisions to prior versions, explicit statements of
backwards-compatibility, and the ability to deprecate identifiers (i.e., to state they are available for
backwards-compatibility only, and should not be used in new applications/documents.)
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Motivation: Ontology evolution
R7. Class definition primitives
The language must be able to express complex definitions of classes. This includes, but is not
limited to, sub classing and Boolean combinations of class expressions (i.e., intersection, union, and
complement).
Motivation: Balance of expressivity and scalability, Ontology interoperability, Inconsistency
detection
R8. Property definition primitives
The language must be able to express the definitions of properties. This includes, but is not limited
to, sub properties, domain and range constraints, transitivity, and inverse properties.
Motivation: Balance of expressivity and scalability, Ontology interoperability, Inconsistency
detection
R9. Data types
The language must provide a set of standard data types. These data types may be based on XML
Schema data types.
Motivation: Compatibility with other standards, Ease of use
R10. Class and property equivalence
The language must include features for stating that two classes or properties are equivalent.
Motivation: Ontology interoperability
R11. Individual equivalence
The language must include features for stating that pairs of identifiers represent the same individual
(note that consistent with the terminology used in other OWL documents, an individual here is any
instance of an OWL class, and does not necessarily mean a person). Due to the distributed nature of
the Web, it is likely that different identifiers will be assigned to the same individual. The use of a
standard URL does not solve this problem, because some individuals may have multiple URLs,
such as a person who has home and work web pages or e-mail addresses.
Motivation: Ontology interoperability
R12. Attaching information to statements
The language must provide a way to allow statements to be "tagged" with additional information
such as source, timestamp, confidence level, etc. The language need not provide a standard set of
properties that can be used in this way, but should instead provide a general mechanism for users to
attach such information. RDF reification may be one possible way to accommodate the
requirement, although reification is a somewhat controversial feature.
Motivation: Shared ontologies, Ontology interoperability
R13. Classes as instances
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The language must support the ability to treat classes as instances. This is because the same concept
can often be seen as a class or an individual, depending on the perspective of the user. For example,
in a biological ontology, the class Orangutan may have individual animals as its instances.
However, the class Orangutan may itself be an instance of the class Species. Note, that Orangutan
is not a subclass of Species, because then that would say that each instance of Orangutan (an
animal) is an instance of Species.
Motivation: Ontology interoperability
R14. Cardinality constraints
The language must support the specification of cardinality restrictions on properties. These
restrictions set minimum and maximum numbers of individuals that any single individual can be
related to via the specified property.
Motivation: Balance of expressivity and scalability goal,, Inconsistency detection
R15. XML syntax
The language should have an XML serialization syntax. XML has become widely accepted by
industry and numerous tools for processing XML have been developed. If the web ontology
language has an XML syntax, then these tools can be extended and reused.
Motivation: Compatibility with other standards
R16. User-displayable labels
The language should support the specification of multiple alternative user-displayable labels for the
resources specified by an ontology. This can be used, for example, to view the ontology in different
natural languages.
Motivation: Internationalization, Ease of use
R17. Supporting a character model
The language should support the use of multilingual character sets.
Motivation: Internationalization, Compatibility with other standards
R18. Supporting a uniqueness of Unicode strings
In some character encodings, e.g. Unicode based encodings, there are some cases where two
different character sequences look the same and are expected, by most users, to compare equal. An
example is one using a pre-composed form (just one c-cedilla character) and another using a
decomposed form (a 'c' character followed by a cedilla accent character). Given that the W3C I18N
WG has decided that early uniform normalization (to Unicode Normal Form C) as the usual
approach to solving this problem, any other solution needs to be justified.
Motivation: Internationalization, Compatibility with other standards
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5 Objectives
In addition to the set of features that should be in the language (as defined in the previous section), there
are other features that would be useful for many use cases. These features will be addressed by the
working group if possible, but the group may decide that there are good reasons for excluding them from
the language or for leaving them to be implemented by a later working group. Some of these objectives
are not fully defined, and as such need further clarification if they are to be addressed by the language.
Note that the order of the objectives below does not imply relative priority or degree of consensus.
O1. Layering of language features
The language may support different levels of complexity for defining ontologies. Applications can
conform to a particular layer without supporting the entire language. A guideline for identifying
layers may be based on functionality found in different types of database and knowledge base
systems.
Motivation: Balance of expressivity and scalability
O2. Default property values
The language should support the specification of default values for properties. Such values are
useful in making inferences about typical members of classes. However, true default values are
nonmonotonic, which can be problematic on the Web where new information is constantly being
discovered or added. Furthermore, there is no commonly accepted method for dealing with
defaults. An alternative is for the language specification to recommend to users how they can create
their own default mechanisms.
Motivation: Balance of expressivity and scalability
O3. Ability to state closed worlds
Due to the size and rate of change on the Web, the closed-world assumption (which states that
anything that cannot not be inferred is assumed to be false) is inappropriate. However, there are
many situations where closed-world information would be useful. Therefore, the language must be
able to state that a given ontology can be regarded as complete. This would then sanction additional
inferences to be drawn from that ontology. The precise semantics of such a statement (and the
corresponding set of inferences) remains to be defined, but examples might include assuming
complete property information about individuals, assuming completeness of class-membership, and
assuming exhaustiveness of subclasses.
Motivation: Shared ontologies, Inconsistency detection
O4. Range constraints on data types
The language should support the ability to specify ranges of values for properties. This mechanism
may borrow from XML Schema data types.
Motivation: Inconsistency detection
O5. Chained properties
The language may support the composition of properties in statements about classes and properties.
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An example of the use of property composition would be the assertion that a property called
uncleOf is the same as the composition of the fatherOf and brotherOf properties.
Motivation: Balance of expressivity and scalability
O6. Effective decision procedure
The language should be decidable.
Motivation: Balance of expressivity and scalability
O7. Commitment to portions of ontologies
The language should support the ability to commit to portions of an ontology, as well as
committing to an entire ontology. However, it is unclear what granularity should be used here.
Possible choices are to choose a subset of concepts with their entire definitions, or to choose
individual pieces of definitions. Note that borrowing partial definitions of concepts must address
the potential interoperability problems that can arise since different applications will be using the
same identifier to mean different things.
Motivation: Shared ontologies
O8. View mechanism
The language should support the ability to create ontology views, in which subsets of an ontology
can be specified or concepts can be assigned alternate names. This is particularly useful in
developing multicultural versions of an ontology. Note that this requirement may be satisfied by
having multiple ontologies and using an ontology mapping mechanism.
Motivation: Internationalization, Ontology interoperability
O9. Integration of digital signatures
The W3C XML Digital Signature specification is an important building block for communication
among untrusted properties, which is important for many ontology applications. The web ontology
language should be designed in a way that makes it straightforward to use XML Signatures.
Motivation: Compatibility with other standards
O10. Arithmetic primitives
The language should support the use of arithmetic functions. These can be used in translating
between different units of measure.
Motivation: Ontology interoperability
O11. String manipulation
The language should support string concatenation and simple pattern matching. These features can
be used to establish interoperability between ontologies that treat complex information as a
formatted string and those that have separate properties for each component. For example, one
ontology may represent a person's name as a single string "lastname, firstname," while another may
have a property for each.
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Motivation: Ontology interoperability
O12. Aggregation and grouping
The language should support the ability to aggregate information in a way similar to SQL's
GROUP BY clause. It should allow counts, sums, and other operations to be computed for each
group. This would allow interoperability between ontologies that represented information at
different levels of granularity, and could relate things such as budget category totals to budget line
item amounts, or the number of personnel to individual data on employees.
Motivation: Ontology interoperability
O13. Procedural attachment
The language should support the use of executable code to evaluate complex criteria. Procedural
attachments greatly extend the expressivity of the language, but are not well-suited to formal
semantics. A procedural attachment mechanism for web ontologies should specify how to locate
and execute the procedure. One potential candidate language would be Java, which is already
well-suited to intra-platform sharing on the Web.
Motivation: Ontology interoperability
O14. Local unique names assumptions
In general, the language will not make a unique names assumption. That is, distinct identifiers are
not assumed to refer to different individuals (see Requirement R11). However, there are many
applications where the unique names assumption would be useful. Users should have the option of
specifying that all of the names in a particular namespace or document refer to distinct individuals.
Motivation: Inconsistency detection
015. Complex data types
The language must support the definition and use of complex/ structured data types. These may be
used to specify dates, coordinate pairs, addresses, etc.
Motivation: Compatibility with other standards, Ease of use
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